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Long Run Exploration is an intermediate oil and natural 

gas company focused on exploration and development in 

Western Canada. Long Run has a track record of delivering 

growth through acquisition and divestiture as well as through 

implementing new technology.
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Executive Summary 
Data Usability Issues Need Fixing; Disorganized Site 
Data Wastes Time for HSE Manager

Noreen Sumara, HSE Advisor at Long Run, used 
to manage site data in Excel. But retrieving useful 
information and keeping track of file versions was time 
consuming and frustrating. The HSE department looked 
at other database solutions, even spending months 
attempting to implement legacy software, but the old 
products had significant flexibility, usability and price-
value performance issues that made them unsuitable  
for their team.

Long Run Introduces Arkit to Enable Cost Effective, 
Data-Driven Decision Making

After several attempts to solve the productivity problem 
using other software, Noreen and the HSE department 
turned to Arkit. Noreen and her colleagues find Arkit’s 
always-on cloud software delivers the right combination 
of features: accessibility, simplified data management and 
reporting inside a friendly user interface. The time and 
process efficiencies they sought are finally being realized.

Site Reclamation Planning Time Halved; Budget 
Optimizes ROI

Noreen now takes half the time to produce Long 
Run’s annual reclamation plan. She is able to do more 
reclamation with the same budget, thereby reducing Long 
Run’s LLR.
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Spreadsheets and Old Software 
Fail to Provide Useful Insights
Multiple Data Formats Cause Rework,  
Missed Sites, Delays

One of Noreen’s responsibilities is the annual reclamation 
plan, and it used to be a frustrating, time consuming 
process. Sites were often missed or duplicated. “If you 
input a site in a different format than the rest of your 
spreadsheet, you may not find it. Or somebody may have 
put it in the wrong line. The cost of a duplicate site is that 
we redo something we’ve already done work on. A missed 
site is really unfortunate for the land owner because it’s a 
site that we could have cleaned up, but because we don’t 
know about it, we’re not scheduling work to be done.”

Legacy Software too Complex to Use, Too Costly to 
Maintain

Long Run knew a single system of record was needed to 
store information, but existing solutions failed to meet 
their needs. “We tried other software. A student intern 
helped us load information into this other system, that’s 
all she did. Then at the end of summer we didn’t have 
somebody full time to take care of it [the legacy software], 
so we didn’t continue.” Long Run didn’t have the time, 
resources or budget to hire a database administrator.  

“On an Excel spreadsheet, 
I would have to go line by 
line by line, and we have 
over 750 sites. I would 
have to go through by 
hand to see, ‘is this a good 
candidate, is that a good 
candidate.” 

Noreen Sumara 
HSE REPRESENTATIVE

with a free consultation

http://www.arkit.io/demo


Arkit Provides Much-Needed 
Project Access
Long Run Chooses Arkit Project Relationship 
Management for Ease-of-Use and Controlled Sharing

For Noreen, “it really came down to the usability of it. 
Arkit provided the data management solution we needed 
in a much more user friendly package. If we wanted to 
customize something it was relatively easy to do.” Noreen 
is happy with the management and collaboration tools 
Arkit provides. “I like how you can share it with other 
companies. We’re no longer having to send out FTP sites 
or dropboxes or anything like that. I like how I can get 
updates regularly as well  - I don’t have to bother the 
consultants, I get notices daily.” 

Project Map Speeds Reclamation Process, Gets High 
Rent Sites off the Books

Now Noreen’s reclamation planning process is faster and 
more effective. “With Arkit, I can zoom in on an area, see 
all the different sites and drill down from there. It’s helped 
me pick better sites to work on for reclamation. ” 

Noreen describes the impact Arkit’s effective search has 
had; “It lets me work in a core area, focusing in on sites 
that are close to one another, reducing overall operating 
costs . I can see how much we’re paying and focus where 
we are paying high rental. Then we can get those off of 
our books, reducing LLR at the same time.”

No Need to Provide Lengthly Training For Consultants

Noreen has been able to get her consultants using Arkit, 
even when she was away for an entire year. “Usually when 
we introduce new software in our department I have to 
train people over and over again, but when I was on leave 
not once did I get a question about how to use Arkit. “

“all the information 
is in one place and 
easy to search”



Efficiency Improved for 
Reporting, Reclamation, 
Acquisitions and Divestitures
Reclamation Planning Time Cut in Half

Arkit’s portfolio and project site visualizations have 
helped Noreen achieve a 50% time savings when planning 
reclamation, cutting two weeks off the process. She gets 
more accurate results on the project map, it’s easy to see 
where budgets can be allocated for maximum impact. 

Single Database Improves Accuracy, Eliminates 
Duplication

“It’s nice to have one place that everybody goes to for 
all the information, it prevents duplication and keeps 
everything consistent.” Monthly and quarterly updates are 
less time consuming, and with all the information in one 
place there are fewer errors from out-of-date file versions. 
Data from different sites can be searched through and 
separated or combined as needed.

No Easy Way to Share Data Internally or Externally

Noreen also is responsible for assembling data for the 
Corporate Development team.  With Arkit, that job is 
much easier now for Noreen. She can foresee Arkit being 
used directly by the corporate development team in the 
future to add an interactive review capability to a portfolio 
presentation.

Effective Search and Sort Lowers LLR

Instead of having to go through hundreds of rows and 
columns searching and cross-checking data to prioritize 
sites, Arkit can quickly show areas that don’t require any 
hard reclamation mediation.” In Arkit, a picture is worth a 
thousand rows.

“ Because all of the 
information is in one 
place and easy to 
search, I can choose 
easier sites with a lower 
budget.”

Noreen Sumara 
HSE REPRESENTATIVE



www.arkit.io

Arkit is a new kind of team collaboration
that combines intuitive project management

with powerful, user-friendly mapping.

Better project planning, more effective data management, safe and

simple sharing – Arkit gives you one intuitive, visual, collaborative

system to make every day more productive & successful.

with a free consultation at www.arkit.io


